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Program SPSS with Python® and Command Syntax
    The fun and easy way® to generate solid decision-making results with SPSS    

    Stymied by SPSS? This friendly, plain-English guide gets you up and running with the latest version of the software so that you can start performing calculations right away. It then covers all key analysis topics step by step — from cross tabulation and descriptive ratios to linear regression, hierarchical analysis, and more. You'll export data flawlessly and with flair!    

    

	Install and run the software     
	
        Get data into and out of SPSS     

    
	
        Create striking charts and graphs     

    
	
        Execute analyses — from correlations to linear models     

    
	
        Display data in a variety of graphs     

    


About the Author
   
Arthur Griffith uses SPSS in research for special projects with the U.S. Department of Defense. He is the author and producer of seven CD tutorials on computer programming.
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OpenGL Game Programming w/CD (Prima Tech's Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002
OpenGL® Game Programming teaches you how to use OpenGL to create dynamic 3D environments and effects for use in game development. Beginning with the histories of OpenGL and Microsoft® DirectX®, programming essentials for Microsoft Windows®, and 3D theory, you'll quickly move on to lessons on the functionality of OpenGL. Most of the...
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Sigmaplot 2000: Programming GuideSpss, 2000
The Programming Guide provides you with complete descriptions of SigmaPlot’s powerful math, data manipulation, regression, and curve fitting features. It also describes how to use SigmaPlot’s Interactive Development Environment (IDE) and Macro Recorder to automate and customize SigmaPlot tasks.

Transforms are sets of...
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Running Microsoft(r) Windows(r) 2000 ProfessionalMicrosoft Press, 2000
With Windows 2000 Professional, Microsoft delivers its most powerful and intuitive user experience to date. And with RUNNING MICROSOFT WINDOWS 2000 PROFESSIONAL, users at all levels of Windows fluency get the answers they need to put this new platform to work-direct from Microsoft's own publishing division. This one-stop reference offers the most...
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Penetration Testing Basics: A Quick-Start Guide to Breaking into SystemsApress, 2016

	
		
			Learn how to break systems, networks, and software in order to determine where the bad guys might get in. Once the holes have been determined, this short book discusses how they can be fixed. Until they have been located, they are exposures to your organization. By reading Penetration Testing Basics, you'll...
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The Official Samba-3 HOWTO and Reference Guide (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2003
"The breadth of technical information provided in this book  ensures that even the most demanding of administrators will find something they  need." -Andrew Tridgell, President of the Samba Team and the original author of  Samba

The practical, authoritative, step-by-step guide to cutting IT...
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Building Database Driven Flash ApplicationsFriends of Ed, 2003
Want to combine Flash programming with Web back-end databases directly,  skipping an intermediate layer of programming? This book will demonstrate how!  The authors explain techniques for utilizing Flash presentation capabilities  with the power of back-end databases, step by step. 

Authors Darin Beard and Noel Jerke also provide...
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